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ABSTRACT

A SATURNE polarized target has been used for nucleon-nucleon elastic scatter-
ing and transmission experiments for 15 years. Continuouo improvements vebulted
-in a flexible and reliable facility for spin physics. The polarized proton target is
a 70 cm3 cartridge loaded with Pentanol-2# a promioing material according to the
resultc obtainod, Tho ngw-gcqtriaition sycto-iu and Jala piuuuccing is bacod on tho
LabViow/PC ooftwarn aod.increa.ses accuracy of poLui-iatiuii iiiLaomuuentS. For po-
larized neutron target, two cartridges loaded with 6LiD and 6LiH are set in the
refrigerator and can be quickly inserted in the beam. First experiments using 6Li
products in quasielastic pp or pn analyzing power measurements are compared with
the same observables measured in a free nucleon-nucleon scattering using polarized
proton targets. Angular distribution as a function of a kinematically conjugate angle
and coplanarity in nucleon-nucleon scattering is shown for different targets. A- com-
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1. INTRODUCTION

Proton polarized targets (PPT), loaded with aliphatic alcohols were used for nu-
merous elastic pp and np measurements. The free Hydrogen content of this type of
targets is about 15%, the reminding percentage being Carbon and Oxygen. These
last nuclei are practically unpolarized and provide no asymmetry in scattering mea-
surement. They contribute to the differential cross section of the target material
and increase an overall energy dependent background. This background must be
determined in dedicated measurements with a hydrogenless "dummy" target. Con-
tribution of unpolarized nuclei may be removed by measurement with two opposite
target polarization directions and by a background subtraction.

Since a free neutron polarized target does not exist, compound nuclei must be
used for scattering of different particles on neutrons. The binding energy of these
compounds has to be as small as possible. Some of the smallest binding energies in
nature are for Deuteron and 6Li. During a long period, deuterated aliphatic alcohols
were used as polarized deuteron targets (PDT). Their disadvantage is poor content
of quasifree neutrons and difficult measurement of polarization, due to the double-
lined NMR signal. A sizeable step was achieved with the outcoming of deuterated
Amonia, which has higher neutron content and stronger resistance towards radiation
damages. In these targets, Nitrogen is also polarized and its polarization has to be
taken in account.

Another substance exists which seems to be the good choice for today experi-
ments, it is Lithium compound, two isotopes of which are available : 7Li and 6Li.

7LiH is usable as PPT but, with 12.5% of H content, less advantageous than
aliphatic alcohols. On the other hand, this product cannot be used as neutron target
since 7 Li has a large binding energy.

6LiD target with equal number of protons and neutrons is more suitable for
that purpose, and binding energies of 6Li and D are comparable and small. As
their Larmor frequencies are very close they get polarized together at the same level.
Moreover, their face centered cubic crystal netframe guarantees the absence of electric
field gradient and the NMR polarization signal has the same single line shape as for
PPT. In order to distinguish between polarization of neutron in 6Li and polarization
of neutron in D, it is useful to perform 6LiH target. For this latter target, spin
effects in the pn scattering of a proton beam on 6LiH are due to polarized neutrons
in 6Li only. One may assume that 6Li behaves as bound AHe and D. Then 6LiH
may be considered as a kind of dummy target for pn scattering on 6LiD.

To be polarizable the Li products have to be irradiated by an electron beam to



create "coloured centers" [1,2], which act the same way as paramagnetic centers for
chemically doped products. This irradiation is similar to the one used for Amonia
[3,4,5].

Here we discuss the irradiation of Li materials, polarization building up in 2.5
T field and target polarization measurements. Several scattering measurements in
physics were done in different laboratories [6,7] with these products. For nucleon-
nucleon elastic scattering some problems rise which we develop on examples.

2. POLARIZED TARGET SET-UP

SATURNE frozen spin polarized target set on the Nucleon Nucleon experiment
in 1980 has been evoluating for 14 years to enable convenient measurements of spin
observables. Since description published in a former article [8], improvements have
occured which are worth to be mentionned.

2.a Target Refrigerator and Magnets

The ^He/^He dilution refrigerator is adapted to carry two types of targets accord-
ing to the choice of the polarized nucleon. For PPT, the mixing chamber contains a
70 cm3 parallelelipedic Voltalef cartridge filled with Pentanol beads chemically doped
with EHBA-Cr(V). For PDT, two 14 cm3 cylindrical cartridges of 2 cm diameter are
set in the mixing chamber. The vertical gap between the two cartridges is 1 cm.
By the means of a mechanical translation system linked to the outer top part of the
refrigerator with vertical bellows adapted on the pumping tubes, the upper or the
lower target can be put at the beam level. One of the cartridge is filled with 6LiD
and the other with 6LiH in order to study scattering on D and 6Li separately, as is
explained in Section 1.

The cooling power of the refrigerator is 300 mW at 300 mK and frozen spin
temperature is 40 mK. Polarizing flows are 29 mmoles/sec AHe and 23 mmoles/sec
3He, as for frozen spin mode they are 7 mmoles/sec and 4 mmoles/sec respectively.
Temperature is measured by three Ruthenium oxide resistors (RO-600 Scientific In-
struments Inc.), placed above and below the target. One of the resistors was cali-
brated by Lake Shore and was used to calibrate the two others. The choice of these
probes was determined by their insensivity to magnetic fields, namely 1.4% at 2.5
T. Polarizing field is 2.5 T produced by polarising solenoid with an homogeneity of
10~4 in the 70 cm3 volume of the large target. Stability of its power supply has been
fixed to 10~6. Vertical and horizontal holding magnets keep the target in a 0.33 T
field. Their operation mode is thoroughly described in [8].



2.b NMR Measurement System

The target polarization is measured classically by NMR. For the large 70 cm3

cartridge, two single turn rectangular coils 40 mm wide and 49 mm high are placed
at each end of the target. They are holding mechanically the cartridge as well as
producing the small field orthogonal to the polarizing field to generate NMR . For
the twin cylindrical target set, there is one coil per target. Each of these coils of
21 mm in diameter consists of 5 turns embedded in Voltalef in order to assure good
geometrical stability. The connection on each coil can be done on the number of
turns required by the tuning of the system depending on the resonating frequency of
the materials investigated. If one turn is enough for 106.5 MHz needed by protons
at 2.5 T, five turns are necessary for deuterons at 16.35 MHz at the same field. The
target cartridges are held by the hollow Voltalef cylindres where are set the coils.

The general schematic of NMR measurement system is shown in Fig. 1. It
consists on a resonating LCR circuit connected to "Liverpool type" Q-meters (Ultra
Physics Ltd.) through semi-rigid line. The RF frequency sweeping is produced by
a synthesizer (Marconi 2040). The data are processed through an acquisition card
(National Instruments ATMIO16X) set in a PC (HP vectra 486). The computer is
also used to generate the polarization measurement program, to pilot the synthesizer
through GPIB bus and the polarizing magnet power supply. The software used for
the whole programming and signal treatment from data is Lab View/PC (National
Instruments).

The thermal equilibrium (T.E.) polarization measurements is following. We start
by a measurement of a base line, with magnetic field far below the nominal resonance
field (Fig. 2a). The frequency varies between 106.25 and 106.75 MHz. An average is
calculated from 128 sweeps. The same procedure is performed around the nominal
polarizing field and the average of the T.E. signal is obtained (Fig. 2b). After
subtraction of the base line the adjusted T.E. signal (Fig. 2c) is integrated.

In Fig. 3a is plotted the base line for enhanced polarization of the target out of
the resonance magnetic field range. The enhanced signal with resonance magnetic
field is shown in Fig. 3b. The treated signal for pentanol doped with EHBA-Cr(V),
corresponding to a polarization of +65% is shown in Fig. 3c. Finally, in Fig. 4 is
shown the typical polarization building-up. The final value of the target polarization
(—85%) was achieved in 60 min.

A complete description of the polarization measurements and associated elec-
tronics will be published in dedicated paper. In this article is described the complete
target polarization procedure as well as the calculation of errors arising from associ-
ated electronics and the signal treatments. .



3. PENTANOL-2 POLARIZATION

For proton targets, alcohols with a good ratio of free protons on bound protons
have lead to the now obvious choice of Butanol or Pentanol. These two products
are equivalent towards this ratio, but the advantage of pentanol is that its melting
temperature is 195 K, higher than for butanol where it is 183 K. Moreover their
glass transition temperatures are 170 K and 162 K, respectively [9]. This remark
is important for target operators as the loading of the cartridge in the refrigerator
at liquid nitrogen temperature is often a period of short warming up of the sample
through rinsing of the Helium circuit and injection of warm 3 He/4 He gas mixture. If
warming up reaches glass transition temperature, there will be a significant reduction
of a maximum polarization and relaxation time.

3.a Results with Pentanol-2

Recent works [10] on the ability of Pentanol-2 to get definitively rid of those
problems led us to use this product on the Experiment 225 at SATURNE II. Pentanol-
2 (CH3CH2CH2CHOHCH3) differs from Pentanol-1 (CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2OH)
by isomeric structure. The OH radical is set on the second carbon of the chain
instead to be on number one at the end of the molecule for Pentanol-1. This radical
is then surrounded by three carbons instead of one as for Pentanol-1, which gives
higher stability to the molecule.

On the other hand, Pentanol-2 is strictly amorphous, independantly of the cooling
rate, which enables the sample to be safer towards devitrification processes.

Polarization and relaxation time results are displayed in Table 1. Conditions
were 2.5 T polarizing field, 42 mK frozen spin temperature and 0.33 T holding field.
The target while in holding mode was constantly submitted to a proton beam the
intensity of which being less or equal to 108 particles/burst.

Table 1

Sign of the
polarization

positive

negative

P(H)
after

1 hour

84%

87%

Nuclear
relaxation

time
(days)

25

21

Due to physics requests, target polarization had to be reversed every day and
time spent for building up was strictly confined to one hour. Afterwards one hour



and a half more were dedicated to measurement, going to frozen spin temperature

and holding mode at low field.

3.b Accuracy of Proton Polarization Measurements

The accuracy of the measurement of enhanced polarization is completely depen-

dent on conditions of thermal equilibrium (TE) polarization measurement used to

calibrate at 1 K the NMR signal. Moreover it is linked to the refrigerator, in that

sense that the more homogeneous the TE temperature will be the more accurate the

measurement of polarization will be too. Some refrigerators are easier than others to

get a stable and constant TE temperature in the mixing chamber. We shall precise

this in the following, taking as an example the SATURNE target. Errors arising from

electronics treatment will not be considered here.

After building up, enhanced polarization can be expressed by :

P = P(TE)xS/S(TE) (1)

where P{TE) is TE polarization, 5 enhanced NMR signal surface and S(TE) TE

signal surface. If one does enough measurements to have a good level of statistics,

errors on S and S(TE) can be considered as negligible with respect to the error on

P(TE). Then A(P)/P = A(P(TE))/P(TE). For protons, Brillouin general formula

of the polarization reduces to :

P{TE) = tanh(^£/*:T) (2)

where fi is dipolar magnetic moment, B magnetic field, k Boltzmann constant and

T temperature. One gets :

AP/P = AP(TE)/P(TE)

= (fiB/kT) x y/{AB/B)2 + (AT/T)2 x [si

For B = 2.5 Tesla, T = 1 K, AB - 10~4 we obtain ^B/kT = 2.55KT3 which is

small enough to enable the simplification of Eq(3) :

AP/P = AT/T (4)

In our case, temperature is measured above and below the target. In TE mode,

if temperature is the same at these two points we assume that it is constant in the

whole mixing chamber. The error on temperature being ±0.01 K at 1 K, accuracy

of polarization is 1%. If temperature is different on top and bottom of the target,

we assume the presence of a continuous gradient of temperature through the target.



In our case, the maximum discrepancy observed was 60 mK. By averaging the two
temperatures, top and bottom, we use a middle temperature with an error of ±0.03
K, accuracy on polarization being then 3%. Finally enhanced polarization value has
an accuracy :

1% < AP/P < 3% (5)

4. POLARIZATION OF 6Li PRODUCTS

6LiH as well as 6LiD are crystalline solids. To be able to polarize them one has
to go through a well defined routine the main steps of which we are going to explain
here, the complete description can be found in [11].

The raw products are delivered as small stones which have first to be crushed
to calibrated grains in nitrogen atmosphere to prevent any oxidation. The size of
each grain is about 2 mm. To create vacancies in the crystal net frame which will
act as paramagnetic centers, the grains are irradiated at low temperature in an inert
atmosphere by electron beam. After irradiation, the irradiated samples are kept in
liquid nitrogen until there are transferred to the dilution refrigerator for polarization.

Fig. 5 shows polarization building up of three 6LiD samples irradiated at the
same temperature (185 K), but with different electron doses. The polarizing field was
2.5 T. Results are summarized in Table 2, the nuclear relaxation time was measured
after 20 hours under a 0.33 T holding field and 50 mK temperature.

Table 2

Sample

1
2

3

Electron

dose

per cm2

3 x 1017

1 x 1017

3 x l 0 1 6

P(D)
after

1 hour

30%

22%

7%

P(D)
after

7 hours

42%

40%

30%

Nuclear
relaxation

(days)

29

66

70

It can be noticed that as the first sample rises quicker in the first two hours , the
second sample manages to reach the same value after 7 hours. On the other hand,
less is the dose better is the relaxation time. So one has to use a sample directly
connected to the physics experiment conditions. If target polarizations have to be
reversed often sample 1 would fit, and sample 2 would be better for long running
periods without any change on polarization direction.



5. SET-UP FOR EXPERIMENTS WITH PPT AND PDT

The polarized target is an essential part of the nucleon-nucleon apparatus, which
is designed for pp, np and pn elastic and quasielastic scattering experiments in a
large angular region [12]. It allows the determination of several spin dependent
observables simultaneously. A top-view of the set-up is shown in Fig. 6. Outgoing
particles are detected by a two-arm spectrometer which consists of single scintillation
counters, counter hodoscopes SH and WH, the neutron counter (NC) hodoscope with
its VETO, analyzing magnet and eight multiwire proportional chambers CO to C14.
The magnet in the forward arm analyze momenta of charged particles. The NC
hodoscope [13] consists of 15 scintillator bars, each bar is viewed by two PM's. The
time-of-flight (TOF) of scattered particles between the target and the NC hodoscope
is determined. The time difference of signals from PM on each side of NC bar define
the position of particle hit in the bar. The NC hodoscope efficiency for neutrons
is ~ 15 — 20% [12,13] in a large energy range. Veto counters, in front of the NC
hodoscope, distinguish between neutral and charged particles.

In order to monitor correctly measurements with two opposite target polarization
directions, another unpolarized target (UT) is positioned downstream from the PPT
or PDT. The scattering on either target produce independent triggers, but all tracks
are detected in the same MWPC's. Unpolarized 6LiD and 7LiH were used as the
second target and were tested before their use as polarized targets.

For all types of events the charged particle track was reconstructed from the hits
in the MWPC's. A forward scattered neutron trajectory has been reconstructed from
two points. The first one is the interaction vertex in the target which is assumed to be
the intercept of the track of the recoil proton, measured in the conjugate arm with the
vertical plane containing the beam axis. The second point of the neutron trajectory
is given by the neutron position in the NC hodoscope. The outgoing proton track
was determined from hits in the two MWPC's positioned in front of the carbon block.
This block is also used as a charge-exchange convertor for backward neutrons.

For each event one determines the laboratory angles 8iat, and (f> of the scattered
particle by a fit, requiring the forward particle momentum to be consistent with
elastic nucleon-nucleon scattering. The forward particle momentum is determined
from TOF measurement for any event and from a bend of the charged particles in
the spectrometer magnet. From the measured laboratory angles of the recoil particle
one then calculates the expected CM angles Qca.ic and <j>caic for the scattered particle,
assuming elastic scattering. The measured laboratory angles of the scattered track
provides the CM scattering angles 9mea3 and <j>mea3 under the same assumption. The
histograms of the differences A#c,w = 0caic - Qmea, and A<f> = <j>caic - <f>mea3 show



"hydrogen peaks" [12]. For free np scattering at 0.88 GeV, using Pentanol-1 target,
the A9CM peak is shown in Fig. 7.

The kinematics cuts applied to a vertex position in the target, as well as to
A&CM and A<f> distributions, select elastic (or quasielastic) events on a "background
piedestal". This background, previously determined from "dummy" target measure-
ments, is to be subtracted. Fig. 8a shows the raw A<p distribution for free np scat-
tering at 0.88 GeV. In Fig. 8b is plotted the A(f> distribution for which the cuts on
/\8CM were applied. The Acf> distribution represents a coplanarity of nucleon-nucleon
scattering, which is independent on energy.

In Fig. 9 we compare the A6CM distributions in np scattering at 0.88 GeV for
the Pentanol-1 PPT, 6LiD and 7LiH targets. One can see that the shape of the
distribution for 6LiD differs considerably from those of the two other targets. In
Fig. 10 is plotted A<f> distribution for pp scattering at 1.10 GeV on the 6LiH target
without any cuts. This distribution (as well as that of A8CM, not shown here) is
similar to the distribution measured with Pentanol-1 target in Fig. 8a.

6LiD target always contains few percent of 6LiH or 7LiH. A presence of free
Hydrogen is demonstrated in Fig. 11, which displays the AQQM distribution for pp
scattering at 2.08 GeV measured with the 6LiD target. At this high proton energy
we observe a large A6CM distribution for quasielastic scattering of incident protons
on protons in D and 6Li (fitted by a solid curve) and a small narrow peak from elastic
pp scattering on free target Hydrogen. The quasielastic distribution is not centered
with respect to the hydrogen peak from free pp scattering.

Events out of the "hydrogen" peak are due to inelastic reactions on all target
nucleons and to Fermi motion contributing to quasi-elastic scattering on all bound
nucleons. Save the two-body inelastic reactions pp =>• dir+ and np (or pn) => dn°
with quite different kinematics, all other inelastic scattering events are uniformally
distributed around the free nucleon-nucleon conjugate angle. This is true, at least,
within the solid angle of the experimental set-up. The quasielastic distribution as a
function of A8CM is asymmetric with respect to the elastic one due to contributions
of two factors. The first one is a difference of binding energies between initial and
final compound nuclei. The mean separation energy necessary to remove one nucleon
from the carbon target nuclei is about 30 MeV. It changes only little for different light
nuclei. For deuterons the nucleon separation energy is equal to the binding energy
(2.1 MeV). The second factor is a mean energy of Fermi motion, which decreases again
the effective energy of quasielastic scattering. It contributes by 5-6 MeV and plays
a dominant role for scattering of nucleons on nucleons in deuterons. A quadratic
sum of both contributions causes a well observable shift of the maximum of the
quasielastic and background counting rates towards positive values of AOCM- The

8



value of A0 = 0 coincides with a top of a "pure" hydrogen peak of the elastic
scattering on free Hydrogen, where both factors are absent. This effect can be also
seen in Fig. 9. A decrease of the mean effective reaction energy provides a less
pronounced increase of conjugate angles when aproaching nonrelativistic region.

In contrast to the A9CM distribution, the A<̂  distribution for quasielastic scat-
tering is always symmetric around A<j> = 0. This can be seen in Fig. 12 where is
plotted the A<f> distribution of quasielastic pp events measured at 2.08 GeV with the
6LiD target. One can compare this coplanarity symmetry with the elastic scattering
and background distribution plotted in Fig. 8 or Fig. 10.

The TOF distribution of forward neutrons in np elastic scattering at 0.88 GeV on
the Pentanol-1 target is shown in Fig. 13. The main peak shows the correlation for
np elastic events. The small peak on the left-hand side is due to 7 particles detected
in the NC hodoscope. The TOF distribution for the pn quasielastic scattering at
2.08 GeV using the 6LiD target is plotted in Fig. 14. It considerably differs from
the TOF distribution shown in Fig. 13. The cuts in the TOF distribution for elastic
pp or np scattering are roughly equivalent to cuts in angular distributions, namely
at small energies. The TOF cuts for quasielastic scattering improve a selection of
events, but are insufficient to distinguish between quasielastic scattering and inelastic
reactions (see Section 6).

6. USE OF Li COMPOUNDS FOR QUASIELASTIC NN SCATTERING

In this Section we show some peculiarities of measurements with 6Li targets.
For demonstration purposes, we shall consider some very preliminary quasielastic
data obtained by the NN group at SATURNE II. The pp and np analyzing power
A.00no was measured around 2 GeV using a SATURNE II polarized proton beam
(PB ~ 0.75) scattered on the Pentanol-1 PPT and on the second unpolarized 6LiD
target. As an example, Fig. 15 compares results of free quasielastic pp analysing
powers in a medium angle range at 2.08 GeV. The results agree within statistical
errors. In Fig. 16 is shown the angular distribution of the quasielastic pn analyzing
power using the same second target. No free Aoono{

np) data exist above 1.15 GeV,
but measured absolute values are unexpectedly small. This observation is confirmed
in Fig. 17 by a comparison of quasielastic results obtained with a polarized proton
beam scattered on the polarized 6LiD target and the free beam and target analyzing
powers Aoono(np) = Aooon(np), measured at 1.10 GeV [14].

The discrepancy between the free np and quasielastic pn results as well as the
agreement of different pp data have an instrumental origin. As discussed in Sec-
tion 5, forward protons were analyzed by a spectrometer magnet and by a TOF
measurement. For pn scattering with recoil neutrons at forward angles only a TOF



selection could be applied. One possible explanation of this observation, which needs
to be confirmed, is that in proton scattering on 6LiD target the pp reaction channel
pp => pmr+ simulates the pn quasielastic scattering. The neutron is detected at small
angles by the NC hodoscope and one of charged particles misses detectors. The total
cross section for this inelastic pp channel is of the same order as the total elastic np
cross section. It reaches 17 mb at 2 GeV.

This was neither the case of np elastic scattering with the beam of free neutrons
and the PPT, nor of np quasielastic scattering of neutrons in accelerated deuterons
at large angles. In the first measurement no pp inelastic reaction occured and, in
both measurements, a magnetic analysis of outgoing protons provided an additional
constraint.

The magnetic analysis of forward protons is quite sufficient to supress any contri-
bution of inelastic reactions. For pn scattering, where neutrons are outgoing at large
angles, a second NC hodoscope with a good detection efficiency was needed. This
NC hodoscope, built by the DPNC of the Geneva University, has been added to the
existing set-up and tested. It will be used in forthcoming experiments.

Measurements were also carried out with the polarized 6LiH target. The Hy-
drogen and 6Li target polarizations were of about 30% and 6%, respectively for two
opposite spin orientations. In Fig. 18 are shown very preliminary results of the
beam and target analyzing powers, Aoono{pp) (black dots) and AOOOn(pp) (open cir-
cles),respectively, obtained with highly polarized proton beam at 1.10 GeV. They
are compared with the Aoono = Aoono results (crosses) from [15], measured with the
Pentanol-1 PPT. Due to the small 6LiH target polarization it is obvious that, for
the same statistics of events, the Aooon data points have considerably larger errors.
Angular distributions of different sets have the same shape, but the Aooon data have
systematicaly smaller values. This is due to a contribution of pp quasielastic scatter-
ing on protons in 6Li to a hydrogen peak, which was not taken into account. Since
the 6Li polarization is ~ 6%, a weighted average polarization of free and quasifree
proton target is then slightly lower than that of hydrogen target.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Different kinds of polarized targets allowed measurements of new spin-dependent
observables. The "neutron" targets enable testing of fundamental laws, e.g. a check
of the Bjorken sum-rules in the CERN-SMC experiment. The targets cannot be
replaced for experiments with electrons, muons, pions, kaons and hyperons. They
are unique existing tools for antinucleon-nucleon interactions at low and intermediate
energies, where no polarized antiproton beams exist. They help to increase an energy
range of elastic and inelastic np experiments, since beams of free polarized neutrons

10



are rare and reach actually a maximal energy of 3.7 GeV at JINR-Dubna. Note that
polarized neutron beams, for any np scattering experiments are always preferable
with respect to polarized deuterated compounds, if such a choice is possible.

In order to understand quasielastic nucleon-nucleon scattering, it will be worth-
while to measure the A0 and the A<£ distribution for pp scattering on unpolarized
6Li. The Li-compound polarized targets are also used for a study of scattering pro-
cesses on light nuclei. All these measurements may be completed by experiments
using a scattering of accelerated Li nuclei on different targets. Note that a polarized
6Li beam existed at SATURNE II.

Due to a deuteron content, any 6LiD target, reaching more than 32% of the D-
polarization, is advantageous with respect to deuterated aliphatic alcohols, polarized
to 50%. The target polarization may considerably increase using stronger magnetic
fields. Determination of the polarization value by a NMR procedure is more accurate
due to a simple shape of NMR spectra. Nevertheless it is difficult to foresee when
the Li-compounds will be currently used in experiments. A target preparation needs
an irradiation cryostat with a good stability of temperature, a high-intensity elec-
tron beam in a convenient energy region and accurate measvirements of the electon
dose. The relatively long time of a target polarization procedure is still a major
impeachment to frequently repolarize the targets. Encouraging results obtained with
Li-compounds in different laboratories need a further study and optimization.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Block-diagram of the NMR measurement system.

Fig. 2a T.E. baseline measured out of the nominal resonance field.

Fig. 2b T.E. polarization signal.

Fig. 2c T.E. signal corresponding to the signal-base difference.

Fig. 3a Baseline measured out of the nominal resonance field.

Fig. 3b Enhanced polarization signal.

Fig. 3c Enhanced signal corresponding to the signal-base difference.

Fig. 4 Pentanol-2 polarization building-up.

Fig. 5 Deuteron polarization building up of three 6LiD samples irradiated at the same
temperature (185 K), but with different electron doses (see Table 2).

Fig. 6 A top-view of the apparatus, designed for nucleon-nucleon elastic and quasielas-
tic experiments with different polarized targets. TD1, TD, TGI, TG2, PCE1
and PCE2 are the single scintillation counters, SH and WH are the counter ho-
doscopes, and NC is the neutron counter hodoscope with four VETO counters.
CO, Cl, C2, C3, Cll, C12, C13 and C14 are MWPC's. Two target holding
coils are used: Coil n for the vertical polarization and Coil k for the horizontal
one. UT denotes the unpolarized target. The forward arm is equipped with an
analyzing magnet.

Fig. 7 Histogram of the difference A9CM at 0.88 GeV for unselected np events.
Pentanol-1 PPT was used.

Fig. 8 The A<f> distribution for free np scattering on Pentanol-1 PPT at 0.88 GeV with-
out any cuts (Fig. 8a) and the A<£ distribution measured under the same condi-
tions for which cuts in A#cw were applied (Fig.8b).

Fig. 9 Comparison of the A#CA/ distribution in np scattering at 0.88 GeV for Pentanol-
1 PPT (solid line), 6LiD (dashed line) and 7LiH target (dot-dashed line). The
solid curve is provided by a Monte Carlo calculation for the carbon background.

Fig. 10 Histogram of the A<£ distribution measured in pp scattering at 1.10 GeV using
the 6LiH target.

Fig. 11 The A^CM distribution for pp scattering at 2.08 GeV, measured with the 6LiD
target at 2.08 GeV. The solid line is a fit to quasielastic scattering events. A
small narrow peak is due to the elastic pp scattering on free hydrogen in few
percent of 6LiH and 7LiH admixtures.
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Fig. 12 Histogram of the Acj) distribution measured in pp scattering at 2.08 GeV using
the 6LiD target.

Fig. 13 The number of free np scattering events (0.88 GeV) plotted as a function of the
TOF. The main peak shows the correlation for np elastic events. The small peak
on the left-hand side is due to 7-particles detected in the NC hodoscope.

Fig. 14 The TOF distribution for pn quasielastic scattering at 2.08 GeV measured with
the 6LiD target.

Fig. 15 Results of free and quasielastic pp analyzing powers at 2.08 GeV. The Pentanol-1
(open circles) and a second unpolarized 6LiD (black dots) targets were used.

Fig. 16 Quasielastic np analyzing power at 2.08 GeV measured with an unpolarized 6LiD
target.

Fig. 17 Results of free np and quasielastic pn analyzing powers at 1.10 GeV. The
Pentanol-1 (open circles) and a second unpolarized 6LiD (black dots) targets
were used.

Fig. 18 Results of beam and target pp analyzing powers at 1.10 GeV. The Pentanol-1
(crosses) and the polarized 6 LiH (black dots and open circles) targets were used.
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